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Executive Summary 

 
The Town of Edgewood wastewater system has experienced sudden and catastrophic 
equipment failures that were beyond the means of the town and wastewater customers 
to cover financially.  In order to anticipate the needs for maintaining the assets in a 
workable condition, Edgewood elected to contract the development of this Asset 
Management Plan.  This plan was developed using guidelines from the Environmental 
Protection Agency and the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED).   
 
The next 20 years will require an investment of $4,252,000 to maintain the current 
assets at the treatment plant in a working condition.   
 

Years Average Annual Investment 
2015 - 2022 $121,000 
2023 - 2030 $277,000 
2031 – 2035 $214,000 

 
This Asset Management Plan recommends an approach to funding the replacement of 
assets as the present system exists. However, the level of costs identified in the Asset 
Management Plan are much higher than would be expected as typical for the volume of 
wastewater treated and the number of customers on the system. The cost of 
replacement of assets in the first eight years of the plan as outlined exceeds $18.50 per 
1000 gallons treated.  This is very high compared to industry standards for the cost of 
wastewater service let alone for the replacement cost and is not sustainable for the 
town. 
 
The treatment technology implemented in Edgewood is not compatible with the potable 
ground water chemistry.  Alternatives for wastewater treatment that are compatible with 
the ground water quality in the area should be investigated, along with additions or 
modifications to the existing treatment system to reduce equipment (membrane) 
replacement costs. 
 
This Asset Management Plan was developed in conjunction with the operation of the 
Edgewood Wastewater Treatment Facility (WWTF).  The plant operators developed the 
condition assessment of all of the equipment in the overall inventory.  The operation 
staff assisted in listing the manufacturer and model number data.   
 
The replacement data was developed by the EPCOR Supply Chain, Wastewater 
Operation and Engineering staff.  Material quotes were marked up to add the cost of 
installation and any temporary operation work required to install equipment. 
 
The treatment plant has a rated capacity of 56,000 gallons per day at the five-day 
Biological Oxygen Demand, Total Suspended Solids and Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen design 
loading rates.  The actual loading of these parameters experienced at the plant is twice 
the design loading.  This would suggest the capacity of the actual installed equipment is 
closer to 28,000 gallons per day.  The capacity at the plant is also conditional on the 
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Kubota membranes being fully functional.  Under the new operating contract, life of 
these membranes has been increased to an estimated one (1) year rather than the 
originally expected eight (8) years.  Even with the recently increased usable life, the 
plant does not have its fully rated capacity.   
 
The financial model in this plan has a very high cost and is not sustainable for the town. 
The Town of Edgewood will need financial assistance in meeting the cost requirements 
for the WWTF as it exists now. This is primarily due to the limited life experienced by 
the Kubota membranes. The funding proposals recommended in this Asset 
Management Plan should to be implemented for a limited time while a Preliminary 
Engineering Report for wastewater collection, treatment and reuse in Edgewood is 
developed and implemented. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
Edgewood is a town located on the high desert approximately 25 miles east of 
Albuquerque.  The elevation of Edgewood is 6,700 feet.  The town provides wastewater 
service to a portion of the commercial area along Historic Route 66 and the I-40 
Interstate.  At present, there are 23 customers connected to the wastewater system.  
The average wastewater flow is 18,000 gallons per day.  The wastewater strength is 
very high as is expected of mostly commercial wastewater customers.  The Biological 
Oxygen Demand, Total Suspended Solids and Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen are twice the 
strength used in the design of the treatment plant.  This will be discussed in more detail 
later in the report. 
 
Wastewater is collected via 3.2 miles of gravity collection system.  A duplex pump 
station pumps through a 1.5 mile force main to the wastewater plant located 3.5 miles 
north and east of Town Hall.   
 
The treatment facilities consist of: 
 

• Screening 
• Anoxic and Aerobic Bioreactor 
• Membrane Filtration 
• UV Disinfection 
• Evaporation Lagoon 
• Reuse Pump Station and Pipeline 

 
The rated capacity of the treatment plant is 56,000 gallons per day.  The high strength 
of the wastewater prevents the plant from treating this amount of flow.  The Table 
“Design Parameters per “As-Constructed” Drawings” compares the design loading 
parameters to the actual loads the plant experiences.  
 
 
The chemical quality of the water in the Edgewood service area is not compatible with 
the use of the Kubota membranes.  The treatment plant operation is not viable without a 
change of the type of process or a change in the chemical quality of the wastewater. 
 
Two major factors drive the requirement of this Asset Management Plan; the level of 
service the wastewater system is expected to achieve and the equipment that makes up 
the assets.  The level of service can be summarized as: 
 

• Meet the Permit 
• Protect and Enhance the Environment 
• Make the Wastewater Customers Successful 

 
The levels of service were determined by considering the components of the 
wastewater system that needed to function properly to meet the criteria set forth in the 
NMED Asset Management Report Criteria.  Meeting the permit is an essential level of 
service.  If the system does not comply with the permit conditions, it cannot meet any of 
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the other levels of service.  Protecting the environment makes the community a safe 
place to live.  It keeps the drinking water safe and it enhances the natural habitat and 
adds to the values that the community experiences.  The reclaimed water from the plant 
provides an additional water resource for the community.  A properly operated and 
maintained wastewater system collects and treats the customer’s wastewater in an 
unobtrusive and cost effective manner.  The system must not have overflows, odors, or 
create a public nuisance.  The system must be operated and maintained at a cost that 
allows the customers to be successful in their lives and businesses.  
 
The Excel spreadsheet model is the implementation tool of the Asset Management 
Plan.  This model has been placed into service by the plant operations staff.   As 
equipment was replaced during the development of the model, the spreadsheet and 
resulting table was updated.  This is evident with the replacement of the three sets of 
Kubota membranes.  The life of the membranes was renewed and the replacement 
value of the membranes was updated. 
 
This document recommends that the Asset Management Plan for the wastewater 
treatment facility be implemented.  This will allow for some savings in the cost of 
maintaining the assets at the plant.  There are opportunities for additional savings in the 
cost of wastewater treatment for Edgewood with other options. 
 
More details on the alternatives and costs required to implement the options would be 
necessary for the policymakers in Edgewood to reach decisions on wastewater 
treatment.  This information should be detailed in a Wastewater Preliminary Engineering 
Report that covers at least the next 25 years.  The plan should detail the flows and 
loads for each five year period and develop a plan on how to meet those wastewater 
treatment requirements and should be reviewed on a five year basis to compare the 
actual conditions to the projections in the Preliminary Engineering Report. 
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Chapter 2 Asset Inventory 
 
The first stage in developing an Asset Management Plan is the very important Asset 
Inventory. The development of the Asset Inventory consists of the following steps: 
 

• Create a List of Assets 
• Locate the Assets 
• Determine Asset Condition 
• Estimate Remaining Life and Service Life of the Asset 
• Estimate the Value of the Asset 
• Develop the Asset Inventory 

 
Create a List of Assets  

 
The start of the Asset Inventory is creating a list of assets through the review of the 
following sources: 
 

• As Built Plans or Construction plans 
• Construction  Specifications 
• Utility Mapping 
• Visual  Inspection 
• Interviewing Town-Contracted Staff 
• Discussions with Equipment Manufacturers and Suppliers 

 
The list is organized into the following three groupings: 
 

• Preliminary Treatment 
• Bio-Reactor 
• Ancillary Systems 

 
The complete list of identified assets is in Attachment A.  The following is a sample of 
the list for Preliminary Treatment: 
 

List of Assets for Preliminary Treatment 
Plant Drain Lift Station 

Plant drain pump 1& 2 – 2 Hp Piping – 4” DIP 
Check valve – 4” ball check Valve, Discharge (drain) 4” DIP plug 
Plant drain pump 2 – 2 Hp Wet well – Concrete pipe 5’ id 
Sampler, Influent Check valve – 4” ball check 
Motor control center (DP-1, MCC1, Auto 
Tran, PLC) 

Screen 1 
Influent flow meter Automatic fine drum screen 
Screw conveyor Influent valve – 6” plug 
Piping – 6” DIP 

Headworks Ventilation 
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Headworks ventilation Exhaust fan – 275 CFM 
Collection piping – 2”, 3” & 6” PVC Flow switch 
Hydrogen sulfide sensor – oxygen sensor 

 
 

Locate the Assets 
 
In many Asset Management Plans the location of the asset is a challenge; however, for 
this particular plan, all of the assets are located at the Edgewood Wastewater 
Treatment Plant with the exception of the Church Street Lift Station and the gravity 
wastewater collection system. Attachment E shows the location of the assets. 
 

Determine Asset Condition 
 
Asset condition is determined through a combination of interviews with facility 
operators, visual inspection, and review of operational logs/history of repair. All three of 
these methods were adopted in preparation of this Asset Management Plan.  Based on 
the condition reviews, each of the assets was categorized based on the following 
condition: 
 

• New (100 % Service Life Remaining) 
• Good (75% Service Life Remaining) 
• Fair (50% Service Life Remaining) 
• Worn (25% Service Life Remaining) 
• Inoperable (Zero Service Life Remaining) 

 
The number of assets per condition category is identified in the following table and is 
listed in Attachment A: 

 

Number of Assets per Condition Category 

Condition Category Number of Assets 
New 4 
Good 166 
Fair 13 
Worn 22 
Inoperable 16 
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The following is a sample of the Asset Condition for Preliminary Treatment: 
 

Asset Condition for Preliminary Treatment 
Plant Drain Lift Station 

Asset Condition Asset Condition 
Plant drain pump 1&2 – 2 Hp Good Wet well – Conc pipe 5’ id Good 
Check valve – 4” ball check Good Sampler, influent Inoperable 
Plant drain pump 2 – 2 Hp Worn Piping – 4” DIP Good 
Motor control center (DP-1, 
MCC1, Auto tran, PLC) 

New Valve, Discharge (drain) 4” DIP 
plug 

Good 

Check valve – 4” ball check Good 
 
 
 

Screen 1 
Asset Condition Asset Condition 
Influent flow meter Good Influent valve – 6” plug Fair 
Automatic fine drum screen Inoperable Piping – 6” DIP Good 

Screw conveyor Worn 
Headworks Ventilation 

Asset Condition Asset Condition 
Headworks ventilation Good Exhaust fan – 275 CFM Good 
Collection Piping Good Flow switch Good 

Hydrogen sulfide sensor – 
oxygen sensor 

Inoperable 

 
 

Estimate Remaining Life and Expected Life of the Asset 
Asset life is variable and dependent on multiple factors including; original design life, 
appropriateness of installation, quality of original installation, effective planned 
maintenance programs, amount of use, and environmental factors. 
 
The Remaining Life and Expected Life of the 220 assets are listed in Attachment A.  
The following is a sample of the Remaining Life and Service Life for Preliminary 
Treatment: 
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Remaining Life and Expected Life for Preliminary Treatment 
Plant Drain Lift Station 

Asset 
Remaining 

Life 
Expected 

Life 
Plant drain pump 1&2 – 2 Hp 3 8 
Check valve – 4” ball check 3 8 
Plant drain pump 2 – 2 Hp 2 8 
Motor control center (DP-1, MCC1, Auto tran, PLC) 20 20 
Wet well – Conc pipe 5’ id 15 20 
Sampler, influent 0 5 
Piping – 4” DIP 15 20 
Valve, Discharge (drain) 4” DIP plug 15 20 
Check valve – 4” ball check 15 20 

Screen 1 

Asset 
Remaining 

Life 
Expected 

Life 
Influent flow meter 5 10 
Automatic fine drum screen 0 20 
Influent valve – 6” plug 5 10 
Piping – 6” DIP 45 50 
Screw conveyor 3 10 

Headworks Ventilation 

Asset 
Remaining 

Life 
Expected 

Life 
Headworks ventilation 15 20 
Collection Piping – 2”, 3” & 6” PVC 45 50 
Exhaust fan – 275 CFM 15 20 
Flow switch 15 20 
Hydrogen sulfide sensor – oxygen sensor 0 5 

 
Estimate the Value of the Asset 

 
The estimated value of the asset is the current estimated replacement cost plus a labor 
allowance.  The replacement cost can be estimated by the schedule of values from the 
original construction contract but this source was not available. If the schedule of values 
is not available, the estimates are accomplished based on equipment supply costs, 
EPCOR’s experience at other plants, and other industry recognized estimating 
procedures. Only those assets with a replacement value in excess of $2,000 have been 
included within the Asset Management Plan.  Some of the assets within the Plan have 
individual components valued at less than $2,000, but where the total of components in 
the asset are worth $2,000 or more, the asset has been included in the Plan. 
 
Since the Asset Management Plan is based on a planning horizon year of 20 years, to 
2035, any asset that has a remaining life exceeding 20 years is not included in this 
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Asset Management Plan.  Assets that fall into this classification generally consist of 
piping, manholes and buildings. 
 
After combining assets with an individual value of less than $2,000 and eliminating 
assets with a remaining life of 20 plus years, the total value of assets is $1,070,581.  
These assets are listed in Attachment B.  The following is a sample of the Values of the 
Assets for Preliminary Treatment totaling $81,537: 
 

Remaining Life and Expected Life for Preliminary Treatment 
    
Asset Asset Value 
Preliminary Treatment  $              2,325  
    
Plant Drain Station   
Plant drain dump - 1 & 2 - 2 Hp  $              4,500  
Check valve - 4" ball check  $              2,250  
Plant drain dump 2 - 2 Hp  $              4,500  
Check valve - 4" ball check  $              2,250  
Wet well - Conc pipe 5' id  $              6,000  

Motor control center (DP-1, MCC1, auto tran, PLC)  $            28,050  
Sampler, influent  $              3,750  
    
Screen 1   
Influent flow meter  $              8,412  
Automatic fine drum screen  $              7,500  
Influent valve - 6" plug  $              3,000  
    
Headworks Ventilation   
Exhaust fan - 275 CFM  $              4,500  
Hydrogen sulfide sensor - oxygen sensor  $              4,500  
    
    
Total for Preliminary Treatment  $          81,537  
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Chapter 3 Level of Service 
 
 

Level of Service for the Customers and Stakeholders 
 
The Level of Service for the Edgewood Asset Management Plan states the values for 
the Community and what is expected from the wastewater system to meet those 
values.  These values are what the customers expect and the town will do to protect the 
public health of the community.  
 
 

A Collection System That Functions Without Overflows 
 
A wastewater utility has the responsibility to the community it serves to prevent 
collection system overflows. The sewer collection system must be maintained to be free 
of any matter that may cause blockages that could impede flow and cause overflows. 
Proper maintenance of the collection system will help to prevent overflows, and prevent 
leaks (or infiltration) that in turn present a risk to surrounding groundwater quality or 
increased risk of overflow.  Proper maintenance will include cleaning and closed circuit 
television inspection of the lines on a ten year cycle.  This frequency will be increased if 
issues are found in the gravity collection system. 
 

Wastewater Must Be Properly Treated 
 
The release of untreated wastewater into the environment promotes disease and 
degradation of water quality with respect to human, animal, and aquatic life.  Proper 
wastewater treatment removes the carbon, nutrients, bacteriological and viral agents.  
After effective treatment, the effluent is nearly the same quality as the drinking water.  
The stated water quality requirement in the Ground Water Discharge Permit issued to 
the Edgewood Wastewater Treatment Facility is “to protect ground and surface water 
for present and potential future use as domestic and agricultural water supply and the 
other uses and protect public health.” 
 

Wastewater Effluent Is Safely Discharged/Reused 
 

Effluent from the Edgewood WWTF meets or exceeds permit requirements and is a 
valuable resource for various non-potable uses. When properly operated and 
maintained, the Edgewood WWTF can be expected to produce an effluent suitable 
either for safe disposal or for irrigation or other reclaimed uses in the community. Failure 
to meet permit requirements will generate a waste stream that is a liability to the town 
and community that will have to be disposed of by other more costly means. This Asset 
Management Plan is intended to ensure effluent from the Edgewood WWTF will 
continue to meet permit requirements for any reclaimed use and provide an asset to the 
town’s water resource portfolio. 
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Sustainable System 
 
Two components of sustainability are addressed here. The first is financial sustainability 
and the ability for the town to continue to fund the wastewater system in perpetuity. The 
second is operational sustainability which is the ability to ensure continued reliable 
service from the wastewater system. 
 
The wastewater system must last forever.  This can only happen if the components are 
maintained, rebuilt, or replaced as they reach the end of their useful lives.  The various 
components have different life expectancies. An effective AMP provides planning of 
capital investments to ensure consistent annual budgeting and prevent budget spikes in 
any particular year. A well designed asset management plan will anticipate this.  The 
replacement cycles may be offset slightly or a “sinking fund” can be created and funded 
to provide the capital necessary when several cycles come due in one year. 
 
Operational sustainability requires that equipment is maintained in a workable condition.  
Critical equipment will typically have some degree of redundancy to provide back-up 
service in the event of failure. Redundant equipment should be maintained and repaired 
as needed an in a timely manner to minimize periods of vulnerability. For this reason, 
routine maintenance of redundant equipment is also addressed in this AMP. 
 
 

Level of Service Required By the Regulators 
 
New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) issued a Ground Water Discharge 
Permit to the Town of Edgewood to control the discharge of contaminants from the 
Edgewood WWTP to protect ground water, surface water, and public health.  This 
permit does not relieve Edgewood from compliance with any other applicable federal, 
state, and/or local laws and regulations such as zoning and nuisance ordinances. 
 

Influent and Effluent Sampling and Reporting Are Conducted According To the Permit 
 
The permit lists parameters and schedule for sampling and testing of the effluent from 
the treatment plant.  These results are to be reported to NMED on a quarterly basis. 
 
The permit requires that the flow at the plant be totalized with daily average and peak 
flow volume each month to be recorded and reported to NMED.  The flow meter is to be 
calibrated to 10% accuracy and in operation at all times. 
 
All reclaimed water flow discharges are to be totalized daily and a log kept of where the 
flow is sent.  The monthly totalized flow of where the discharges are sent is to be 
reported to NMED. 
 
In the event of a spill or release not authorized by the permit, the spill is to be reported 
to NMED.  Corrective action is to be taken to remove or mitigate the damage caused by 
the discharge.  A verbal notification is to be made to NMED within 24 hours and a 
written report is to be submitted within 7 days. 
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If samples from the plant exceed the maximum limitations for BOD5, turbidity, or fecal 
coliform bacteria, the sampling and testing must be repeated within 24 hours.  If the 
exceedance is confirmed by the repeat sampling, the contingency plan in the permit 
must be put into effect.   
 
The permit stipulates what records must be kept.  It also provides for inspection and 
entry by NMED.   
 
The Permit sets the point in time at which permits are to be renewed or when new 
capacity has to be added to treat additional flows.  The permit trigger point for 
expansion is when the plant exceeds 75% of the rated plant capacity.  The permit 
requires that the plant capacity be expanded to meet the increased flows.   
 
Operators of the wastewater system must have appropriate operations certifications for 
the State of New Mexico. 
 
The wastewater collection system must convey the flows without sanitary sewer 
overflows.  This includes the gravity collection system, lift station, and force main.  The 
collection system must be operated to prevent nuisance odors in the gravity system and 
the lift station.   
 

Pre-treatment 
 
A good pre-treatment program protects the wastewater plant, its permits, the 
wastewater collection system, and the staff who work on the wastewater system.  
Edgewood does not have any categorical industries discharging into its wastewater 
system.  In that all of the customers are businesses, a robust program to control fats, 
oils and grease (FOG) is important.  FOG is removed from the wastewater discharges 
to prevent grease buildup in the collection system and to prevent grease from fouling 
the equipment at the treatment plant. 
 

 What Is Required To Meet Permit Conditions  
 
Several factors are critical for the Edgewood wastewater treatment facility to meet the 
permit conditions at the capacity it was intended to treat.  The plant must be capable of 
treating the actual water quality of the influent wastewater.  There are two areas of 
concern in this regard at the Edgewood WWTF.  First, the strength of the wastewater is 
far greater than the design assumed.  The table below details the design parameters as 
listed on the “As-constructed” drawings. 
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Design Parameters per “As-Constructed” Drawings Table 

Parameter Design Actual Design Actual 

% of 
Capacity 
Utilized 

BOD5 300 mg/L 550 mg/L 
140 pounds per 
day 83 pounds per day 59 

Total 
Suspended 
Solids (TSS) 200 mg/L 350 mg/L 

93 pounds per 
day 

53 pounds per day 
 56 

Total Kjeldahl 
Nitrogen (TKN) 45 mg/L 70 mg/L 

21 pounds per 
day 

10.5 pounds per 
day 50 

Flow 56,250 GPD 18000 GPD 
Not the controlling 
parameter 

Not the controlling 
parameter 32 

 
The plant is overloaded on a concentration basis for BOD5, TSS and TKN.  This means 
that the plant as it is presently equipped will not be able to treat 50,000 GPD.  If 
everything was fully operational, the plant would be able to treat approximately 25,000 
GPD. 
 
The native groundwater quality in the Edgewood area has levels of calcium and calcium 
carbonate (hardness) that are incompatible with a membrane system.  The calcium is 
plating out on all of the equipment that is coming into contact with wastewater.  This is 
catastrophic for the membrane cassettes in the treatment process.  Instead of achieving 
a life of 8 years, they historically lasted 6 months.  With the increased chemical cleaning 
initiated by the new contract operator, the membranes are now projected to last about 1 
year.   
 
The loading strength the plant was experiencing in the spring of 2015 projects that the 
plant capacity will be reached with an additional 8,000 GPD of flow.  The plant was 
experiencing 60% of its design loading condition. Planning for a plant expansion 
normally begins at 75% of capacity.  Edgewood will need to begin planning efforts in the 
near future to continue to accept new connections to the wastewater system.  The 
permit requires planning for a plant expansion when the flow reaches 75% of the 50,000 
GPD intended design capacity.  Edgewood is moving ahead with planning before the 
permit requirement because of the organic loading the plant is experiencing. 
 

Actual Performance Meeting Permit Conditions 
 

In October 2014, Edgewood changed contractors for operating the wastewater system.  
At the time of the change, several key systems were not operational.  These systems 
have been restored to operation.  Some systems only had one of the duplex units 
working. The second unit of the duplex system is currently scheduled for repair or 
replacement. Progress is continuing to put all the system into a fully functional state.  
Plant equipment is presently being maintained, rebuilt and replaced where necessary. 
The plant is now operating in compliance with the groundwater discharge permit and 
treating the wastewater to the quality required.  
 
An application was submitted in December 2014 to NMED to renew the permit.  The 
existing permit conditions carry forward until a new permit is issued.  The time to renew 
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a permit is dependent on the backlog of work at NMED and the expiration date defined 
in the current permit.  A draft permit has been received for review. 
 
The Edgewood WWTF requires an operator with a level 3 license.  Presently both a 
level 3 and level 4 licensed operators work on the Edgewood WWTF.  This exceeds the 
NMED requirement for operational expertise for the facility. 
 
There are no records indicating overflows of the gravity wastewater collection system or 
of the lift station pumping wastewater flow from the town to the treatment plant.  There 
are no reports of nuisance odors from the system.  The Town of Edgewood reviews 
each new application for wastewater service to determine if a grease interceptor or 
other pre-treatment equipment would be required. 
 
Edgewood entered into a contract to develop an Asset Management Plan in October of 
2014.  The draft plan was completed and implemented April of 2015.  This plan 
determines the funding necessary to maintain the plant in an operable condition.   
 
The wastewater strengths the wastewater treatment facility is experiencing are shown in 
the “Design Parameters “As-Constructed Drawings” Table at the top of page 13.  
Because the actual strengths the plant is experiencing are well above the wastewater 
strengths used in design the plant, it will never successfully achieve its design flow.  
Planning for the expansion of the plant must be regulated by the capacity the plant has 
to treat BOD5, TSS and TKN. 
 

Best Practices Moving Forward  
 
Edgewood is a relatively new and dynamic community.  It is in a desirable location near 
a major metropolis.  These factors will lead to additional growth and development. The 
groundwater quality and its impact on membrane life must be considered by Edgewood 
in its decision making process on renovations and expansion of the wastewater system. 
In addition to the Asset Management Plan, Edgewood should work with the Town 
Engineer to develop a Preliminary Engineering Report for growth of the collection 
system, expansion of the wastewater treatment facility and the effluent reuse system.  
The Wastewater Preliminary Engineering Report should review the technology utilized 
in the wastewater system and set the standards, flows, loads, and reuse options that 
will be implemented as Edgewood grows. 
 
Edgewood will need a Wastewater Preliminary Engineering Report to ensure that the 
wastewater system grows with the community, meets the regulatory conditions and 
protects the public health.  The Preliminary Engineering Report should project the 
number of new commercial and residential customers expected to be connected to the 
system in five (5) year increments over the next 25 years.  The Preliminary Engineering 
Report should project what the strength of the wastewater will be at each of the five 
year bench marks.  A wastewater system with just commercial customers will see a high 
strength wastewater reaching the plant.  The addition of residential customers will see 
the wastewater strength moving towards a normal domestic wastewater. 
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The Preliminary Engineering Report should anticipate that the permits from the state 
and federal regulators will require a higher quality of effluent.   
 
The Preliminary Engineering Report should have a road map for any future reuse of the 
reclaimed water from the plant.  The quantity and quality of the reclaimed water should 
be factored into appropriate reuse options.  The value of the reclaimed water should be 
projected and the potential for revenue from this resource should be included. 
 
A public meeting on the Preliminary Engineering Report would provide the public 
information about the future of the wastewater system and the level of service the 
system will provide and the opportunity for public comment.   
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Chapter 4 Critical Assets 
 

 
Edgewood Asset Management – Critical Assets 

 
This chapter identifies the critical assets in the Edgewood Wastewater System.  Critical 
assets are those that must function properly for the system to meet the identified level of 
service and specifically meet the permit conditions. Attachment D is a table of the matrix 
used to determine the critical assets. The table shows the calculation of the criticality of 
the various Edgewood wastewater systems.  The assets that fit the critical category are 
highlighted in red.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
 
Each component of the wastewater system was assigned a number from 1 to 5 for the 
probability of failure with 1 being the lowest and 5 the highest probability.  Each part of 
the system was assigned a number from 1 to 5 for the consequence of failure with 1 
being the lowest and 5 the highest consequence.   The critical components of the plant 
are highlighted in red.  A component was assigned as critical if it had a score of 8 or 
above which was the median score.  A component was also assigned as critical if it was 
specifically required by the NMED Groundwater Discharge Permit. 
 
The following pieces of equipment comprise the critical assets in the Edgewood 
wastewater system: 
 

Influent Sampler 
 
The influent sampler collects flow proportional samples of the waste stream that enters 
the WWTF.  NMED discharge permit for the facility requires composite sampling of the 
influent wastewater.  This equipment does not treat wastewater.  The sampler is 
essential in collecting the samples for monitoring and tracking the strength of the raw 
wastewater that allows the operators to determine the air demands, sludge production 
and plant capacity utilization. 
 

• Critical equipment – influent sampler 
 

Influent Flow Meter 
 
The influent flow meter measures the volume and rate of the flow that enters the plant 
from the wastewater collection system.  The total flow entering the plant is required to 
be reported by the NMED discharge permit.  The flow rate and volume are necessary 
information used by the operators in the operation of the plant. 
 

• Critical equipment – influent flow meter 
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Screen 
 
The screen removes material from the raw wastewater that can damage and interfere 
with other downstream process operations.  Improper screening will result in damage to 
other equipment, as well as clogging other essential processes and cause them to fail. 
 

• Critical equipment – screen 
 

Mixing Tank 
 
The mixing tank is the location that the screened wastewater is combined with the 
mixed liquor from the membrane basin.  It is essential that this mixing occurs prior to the 
anoxic basin.  This allows any residual oxygen in the mixed liquor to be utilized by the 
bio-organisms and for the screened wastewater to be thoroughly combined before 
entering the anoxic zone. 
 

• Critical equipment – mixing tank 
 

Anoxic Basin 
 
The first “treatment” of the wastewater occurs in the anoxic basin.  Without the anoxic 
basin, treatment of the effluent would not meet the standards required by the discharge 
permit.  This is the basin where the most easily utilized carbon compounds are 
absorbed by the biology of the mixed liquor.  The anoxic basin acts as a selector to 
encourage the growth of the right kind of “bugs” in the mixed liquor.  The occurrence of 
this reaction in the absence of free oxygen inhibits the growth of filamentous organisms.  
Filamentous organisms are harder to separate from the effluent and make the sludge 
bulky.   
 
The nitrate (NO3) that is in the mixed liquor and the oxygen molecules in the anoxic 
basin are utilized by the biology to reduce the concentrations of carbon and nitrate to 
produce carbon dioxide and nitrogen gas.  This reduces the concentrations of carbon 
(measured as BOD5) and Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen in the final effluent.  Carbon, nitrate, 
and alkalinity must be present for the denitrification reaction to proceed. 
 

• Critical equipment – bubble mixer 
 

Pre-Air Basin 
 
The mixed liquor in the Anoxic Basin has almost no free oxygen.  The Pre-Air Basin 
raises the dissolved oxygen level above 2 mg/l.  This allows the biology to convert 
ammonia to nitrate in a process called nitrification.  The biology is also breaking down 
carbon in the wastewater.  The mixed liquor has very high oxygen demands in this 
chamber and the fine bubble air diffusers must be functioning properly with the right 
amount of air passing through the membranes.  Too much or too little air will slow down 
or stop the reactions from taking place in this basin.  The air diffuser membranes are the 
critical component in the Pre-Air Basin. 

• Critical equipment – fine bubble diffusers  
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Membrane Basin 

 
The membrane basin has two critical functions.  First, the membrane basin continues 
the breakdown of carbon and the nitrification of ammonia.  Second, the membranes in 
the basin separate the bio-solids from the liquid which is then called permeate.  This 
separation process also concentrates the bio-solids which remain in the membrane 
basin.  The air diffusers in the membrane basin serve two purposes.  They maintain the 
dissolved oxygen above 2 mg/l and they scour the solids from the surface of the 
membrane cassettes.  The membranes cassettes are the equipment that separates the 
solids from the water.  The water is pulled though small pores in the membrane surface 
where it is then transported through the permeate piping system. 
 

• Critical Equipment – membrane cassettes 
• Critical Equipment – air diffusers 

 
Recycle Basin 

 
Mixed liquor flows from the membrane basin to the recycle basin through a control gate.  
The rate of flow is controlled by the rate at which the recycle air lift pump recycles mixed 
liquor into the mixing tank.  The recycle basin also allows the dissolved oxygen to be 
utilized reducing the oxygen level.  The sludge draw off line conveys sludge from the 
recycle basin to the belt filter press for dewatering. 
 

• Critical equipment – air lift pump 
 

Permeate System 
 
The permeate system creates the vacuum to draw the water through the membranes.  
This vacuum is created by the permeate pumps.  The water passes through the pumps 
and is then piped to the disinfection system.  The flow through the membranes, pipes, 
and pumps controls the rate which wastewater is processed through the plant.  This 
flow rate is measured by the discharge magmeter.  A pressure transducer measures the 
trans-membrane pressure and this measurement is recorded.   
 

• Critical equipment – permeate pumps 
• Critical equipment – magmeter 
• Critical equipment – pressure transducer 

 
Disinfection 

 
Disinfection is accomplished by exposing the effluent to ultraviolet (UV) light.  The 
control system uses the flow rate and the effluent turbidity to calculate the intensity of 
the UV rays required for disinfection.   
 

• Critical equipment – UV disinfection unit 
• Critical equipment – turbidity meter 
• Critical equipment – electrical control panel 
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Effluent Sampler 

 
The effluent sampler collects flow proportional samples of the reclaimed water leaving 
the UV disinfection system.  The NMED discharge permit for the wastewater treatment 
facility requires composite sampling of the effluent wastewater.  This equipment does 
not treat wastewater.  The sampler is essential in monitoring and tracking the strength 
of the treated wastewater which allows the operators to verify the various treatment 
units in the system are operating properly and that the effluent complies with the permit 
requirements. 
 

• Critical equipment – effluent sampler 
 

Chemical Backwash System 
 
Edgewood’s issue with the short life of the membrane cassettes makes the chemical 
backwash extremely important.  All of this system is required to function in order to 
extend the life of the membrane cassettes for as long as possible. 
 

• Critical Equipment – Chemical Backwash System 
 
 

Belt Press – Sludge Disposal 
 

Some of the microbiology that treats the wastewater and utilizes the contaminants for 
food has to be removed to maintain the mixed liquor at the optimal concentrations.  
Because the microbiological population increases by using the wastewater for food, 
some of the bugs have to be removed.  This keeps the bugs young and vigorous.  
Mixed liquor is pumped from the recycle basin to the belt press.  The flow rate is 
measured to control the polymer feed and to allow the operators to calculate the pounds 
of solids removed.  The polymer addition allows the solids to quickly separate from the 
water on the belt press.  The solids from the press are moved by a screw conveyor to 
the holding bin.   
 

• Critical equipment – Recycle sewage pump 
• Critical equipment – Magmeter sludge 
• Critical equipment – Water booster pump 
• Critical equipment – Polymer injection ring 
• Critical equipment – Polymer feed dosing pump 
• Critical equipment – Belt press 
• Critical equipment – Screw conveyor 

 
Blowers 

 
The blowers supply the air (oxygen) the biology needs to reduce the carbon and 
ammonia in the wastewater.  The biology (bugs) utilizes different food sources 
depending on the availability of oxygen.  When oxygen is available, they reduce carbon 
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and ammonia.  When there is no free oxygen (anoxic with nitrate) present they reduce 
nitrate and carbon.  
  
The air from the blower is used for mixing the anoxic, the pre-air and membrane basins.  
The air in the membrane basin is used to sweep the bugs away from the membrane 
cassette surfaces.  This allows water to freely flow through the membrane surface.  
  

• Critical equipment – Blowers 
• Critical equipment – Air flow meters 
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Chapter 5 Life Cycle Costing 
 

 
The Life Cycle Costing part of the Asset Management Plan utilizes the information 
developed in Chapters 2 through 4. From Chapter 2, the Life Cycle Costing uses the 
Asset Inventory consisting of the following: 
 

• List of Assets 
• Location of Assets 
• Condition of Assets 
• Remaining Life of Assets 
• Expected Life of Assets 
• Value of Assets 

 
These components from Chapter 2 are integrated into a Life Cycle Costing replacement 
program. Some assets have short life cycles and others have much longer expected 
life. The Condition of Assets determines a date when a reinvestment in that asset is 
expected.  
 

Cost Accounting Method and Measures 
 
The listed Value of the Asset is the current estimated replacement cost plus a labor 
allowance.  The estimates were created based on equipment supply costs from supplier 
information, EPCOR’s experience at other plants, and other industry recognized 
estimating procedures.  A labor and installation cost was added to the material cost and 
was used as the value of the asset.   
 

Capital Improvement Plan 
 
Attachment C shows the Capital Improvement Plan for the Edgewood Wastewater 
System.  This spreadsheet shows the components that should be replaced by year for 
the next 20 years along with the cost of that replacement.  These costs are shown in 
dollars escalated to the year they will be spent.  The Required Annual Investment 
Section in Chapter 6 shows the funding strategy that Edgewood would have to employ if 
this plant is continued through the 20 year period.  The funding strategy requires that 
money be collected earlier than it will be spent to even out the annual costs. 
 

Operation, Maintenance, Replacement Accounting 
 
An enterprise fund for wastewater could be used by Edgewood for the costs associated 
with the operation, maintenance, and replacement accounting.  The Operation and 
Maintenance contract should be amended to have the operator track the costs by the 
components in the wastewater system.  Issues requiring costs in the collection system 
and the reclaimed water distribution system could be tracked by a GIS database to 
identify areas that have recurring problems.  The Asset Management Plan would be 
updated to take this knowledge into account. 
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Plan for Review and Update of Cost Accounting 
 

The Asset Management Plan should have the component information any time a 
replacement occurs.  This would update the cost, expected life and condition of the 
asset.  The Capital Plan should be updated every 5 years as a minimum unless a major 
change in the plan occurs.  The Preliminary Engineering Report for the Wastewater 
System is likely to result in a major change to the Capital Plan requiring an update to 
the Asset Management Plan when new facilities are brought on line. 
 

Summary – Life Cycle Costing 
 
Since the Asset Management Plan is based on a planning horizon year of 20 years 
(2035), any asset that has a remaining life exceeding 20 years is not included in this 
Asset Management Plan.  Assets that fall into this classification generally consist of 
piping, manholes and buildings. 
 
 
The Life Cycle Costing runs the replacement through the first 20 years of the cycle to 
the end of the planning horizon in the year 2035.  This information is summarized in 
Attachment C. This information is incorporated into the following chart showing the 
summation of Asset Values per year in Year 2015 dollars (YR2015$).  The chart also 
shows the summation of the Asset Values per year in escalated dollars for the particular 
replacement year.  
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Chapter 6 Long -Term Funding Strategy 

 
Three factors must be met for the Edgewood Wastewater System to meet the Level of 
Service requirements and achieve the expected life of the system.  These are 1) proper 
operation of the equipment, 2) the recommended and required maintenance must 
occur, and 3) a program on equipment rehabilitation and replacement must be an 
ongoing effort.  This Chapter addresses the funding needs to implement an ongoing and 
effective equipment rehabilitation and replacement program. 
 

Rehabilitation and Replacement 
 
Asset management is a system to get the best life and service from the equipment at 
the least cost.  When asset management is properly implemented, it will anticipate 
investment and smooth the costs on an annual basis. 
  
The choice of rehabilitation or replacement is equipment dependent.  Many small 
pumps, valves and fittings are not design to be rehabilitated.  The economical choice is 
to replace them.  Complex systems like blowers, large pumps and large valves are 
designed to be rebuilt to extend their life.  This investment must be made at the correct 
time to extend the life of the component before the worn parts result in irreparable 
damage to the entire system.   
 

Required Annual Investment 
 
Attachment A details the remaining life and the expected life of the assets.  Attachment 
C shows the annual investment required for the rehabilitation and replacement of each 
asset having a value in excess of $2,000.   
 
Because of the significant investment required to replace the Kubota membranes 
annually, the annual investment for asset reinvestment for the first eight (8) years is 
fairly even.  The average annual investment from 2015 through 2022 is $121,000. 
  
A large investment of $1,326,000 is required in 2030.   This is the result of many of the 
components of the treatment plant having the same life expectancy and that life 
expectancy ending in 2030.  The investment requirement in 2030 is five (5) times as 
large as the 2029 investment.  In order to have the funding when the cost comes due, 
additional funds are programed each year starting in 2023.  This variation in the annual 
rehabilitation and replacement funding is not desirable. 
 
The first eight years (2015 through 2022) are fairly constant.  An investment ranging 
from $110,000 to $133,000 will cover the reinvestment in the plant equipment.   This 
requires average annual investments of $121,000 per year in the assets at the plant for 
the years 2015 through 2022.  Because of the large investment in 2030, the investment 
requirement from 2023 through 2030 is averaged for the entire period.  The average 
annual investments set aside for the replacement fund is $277,000 for these eight (8) 
years.  After the major investment requirement in 2030 there is an additional sizeable 
investment to 2035.  The remaining five (5) years (2031 through 2035) are averaged 
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and require an investment of $214,000 per year.  Funds can be set aside in a sinking 
fund for the years that will be available to cover years when major equipment 
replacements are needed. 
 
The 2015 rehabilitation and replacement requirement is $116,000.  The requirement to 
replace the Kubota membranes is $60,000.  The total rehabilitation and replacement 
budget for the plant in the 20 year life cycle is $4,520,000.  The 20 year replacement 
budget for the membranes is $1,698,000.  This is 37.6 percent of the asset 
management budget in the 20 years period.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
The expected life of the membranes is 8 years.   The membranes are projected to be 
replaced once per year for the next 20 years at an escalated cost of $1,698,000.  The 
20 year total excess cost due to the shortened life of the membranes is $1,468,000.  
This cost is sufficient to build a 60,000 to 100,000 gallon per day water reclamation 
facility.  The average annual cost of rehabilitation and replacement for the first 5 years is 
$120,000.  The present daily flow to the wastewater treatment plant is approximate 
18,000 gallon per day.  The average annual rehabilitation and replacement of assets for 
the next five years would cost $18 per 1000 gallons at this flow rate.  This is a very high 
cost for the wastewater customers. 
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Chapter 7 Implementation 
 
This Chapter will address three options for moving forward.  The first option is to 
implement the Asset Management Program on the existing plant and equipment.  The 
second option is to modify the wastewater treatment plant to reduce the costly and 
frequent changes of the Kubota membranes.  The second option has variations that will 
be discussed.  The third option is to replace the wastewater treatment plant with a 
technology that is compatible with the basic water quality in Edgewood. 
 

Asset Management of the Existing Wastewater Treatment Plant 
 
An asset management program (AMP) has to be a working evolving document.  As 
equipment is rebuilt or replaced, the plan has to be updated.  The report was updated 
from the draft by changing the life of the membranes from 6 months to 1 year.  The next 
change out of the Kubota membranes will also require an update in the AMP excel 
spreadsheet tool.  This update will include the revised life as shown by the time in 
service since the last change out.  The cost of the material, installation and associated 
work has to be entered into the spreadsheet as updates.  Both of the updates will be 
automatically updated to the various worksheets thereby updating the entire plan.  The 
life the membranes achieve is expected to benefit from the more frequent citric acid 
cleaning regime that is implemented.  Only by keeping the records and updating the 
plan are the maximum benefits achieved. 
 
The UV disinfection and the influent and effluent samplers need to be rebuilt and/or 
replaced.  These systems did not reach their expected life.  The update to the Asset 
Management Plan will change this system to the normally expected useful life.  
Achieving this useful life will require proper periodic maintenance and replacement of 
parts such as lamps and ballasts for the UV system.  Control of rodents in the treatment 
building will preserve the life of the automated samplers. 
 
The wastewater plant equipment requires periodic maintenance as detailed in the 
operation and maintenance manuals.  Each time a piece of equipment is maintained, a 
condition assessment is performed and this data is updated in the AMP.  This is the 
second key to keeping the Plan current and relevant.  
  
Notes should be kept in the AMP on failures, underperformance and anomalies the 
equipment experiences.  These records enhance the accuracy to the expected life. 
 

Modify the Wastewater Treatment Process to Reduce the AMP Cost 
 
The major cost for equipment replacement at the Edgewood WWTF is Kubota 
membrane replacement.  There are two basic types of treatment alternatives to reduce 
the cost of the membranes.  The first alternative is the installation of a chemical addition 
system that would lower the pH of the influent wastewater sufficiently to stop the 
calcium deposition on the membranes and other plant equipment.  The second is to 
replace the membrane separation process with a traditional secondary sedimentation 
system and filter system.  
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Acid addition would be required to drop the pH from the 7.8 to 8.3 range to about 6.5.  
This process would have to be very tightly controlled which can be accomplished with 
the SCADA system and additional real time monitoring of the pH in order to keep the 
plant treatment processes functioning correctly.  The denitrification process the plant 
uses to reduce nitrogen is inhibited by pH somewhere below 6.5.  A pilot of acid addition 
should be performed to determine if the acid feed can be controlled to lower the pH and 
still maintain the nitrogen removal required to meet the ground water discharge permit.  
  
The Kubota membrane failure by calcium deposition is not a straight line event.  The 
last couple of weeks the “clogging” increases quickly.  This clogging results in tears in 
the membrane fabric.  These tears allow suspended solids to pass through with the 
effluent.  The increased suspended solids interfere with the UV disinfection, increase 
the coliform levels and can be high enough to exceed the turbidity and suspended 
solids standards in the discharge.  Increasing the life of the membranes will have water 
quality benefits over and above the cost of membrane replacement. 
 
The alternate modification to the existing wastewater treatment process is more 
extensive.  This modification would replace the Kubota membranes with a traditional 
secondary sedimentation basin followed by a filtration system.  Disk filters would be a 
reasonable alternative for the new filters.  This system would be capable of meeting the 
requirement of the ground water discharge permit.  These processes will not fit within 
the existing building.  Both systems could be covered eliminating the need to expand 
the existing building or to construct a new building.  At least one additional pump station 
would be required depending on the layout of the new processes. 
   
There is a one major non-monetary cost to this option: a secondary sedimentation basin 
cannot maintain the same mixed liquor concentration as the Kubota membranes.  The 
concrete facilities associated with the Kubota process supports 156,000 gallon per day 
of capacity if all of the equipment is installed in both trains at the design concentration of 
the wastewater.  The return activated sludge from the new secondary sedimentation 
basins cannot maintain the high mixed liquor of the Kubota system.  The treatment 
capacity of the bioreactors will have to be de-rated.  It is expected the plant with 
secondary sedimentation basin and filters would have a rated treatment capacity of 
approximately 50,000 gallons per day.  This allows some growth from the existing plant 
flows but is a major reduction from the potential capacity of the existing infrastructure at 
the plant until the membrane clogging issue is resolved.  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

Replace the Treatment Plant with Technology Suited to the Local Water Quality 
 

With the eventual development of Section 16 in Edgewood, a need for additional 
wastewater treatment capacity will exist.  A new wastewater treatment plant will be 
needed.  A traditional bioreactor, sedimentation basin and filtration treatment plant 
would not have the issues or costly membrane replacement that the existing membrane 
plant experiences.  This plant could reduce the cost of treating wastewater by 
eliminating the need to replace the membranes twice a year.  A conventional plant does 
not have to use as much energy because it does not pull water through the pores of a 
membrane.  The plant can produce water quality that is more than sufficient to meet the 
ground water discharge permit requirement. 
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Implementation Summary 
 
For the present, it is recommended that the Asset Management Plan for the wastewater 
treatment facility be implemented.  This will allow for some savings in the cost of 
maintaining the assets at the plant.  There are opportunities for additional savings in the 
cost of wastewater treatment for Edgewood with other options.  Implementation of the 
Asset Management Plan has two parts.  The updating and monitoring of the asset 
conditions can be performed by the operator.  The Town of Edgewood will need 
financial assistance in meeting the cost requirements for the WWTF as it exists now. 
 
The details on the options and costs required to implement the options would be 
necessary for the policy makers in Edgewood to make decisions on wastewater 
treatment.  This information should be detailed in a Wastewater Preliminary Engineering 
Report that covers at least the next 25 years.  This plan should detail the flows and 
loads for each five year period and develop a plan on how to meet those wastewater 
treatment requirements.  The plan should be reviewed on a five year basis to compare 
the actual conditions to the projections in the Preliminary Engineering Report. 
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Attachment A 
Edgewood Wastewater System 

Asset List, Condition, Remaining Life and Expected Life 
Remaining Life Expected Life 

Years Asset Condition Years 

 

Preliminary Treatment 
 
 
Plant Drain Lift Station 

 

Plant drain pump 1 & @  - 2 Hp Good 3 8 
Check valve  - 4" Ball Check Good 3 8 
Plant drain pump 2 - 2 Hp Warn 2 8 
Check valve - 4" Ball Check Good 15 20 
Piping - 4" DIP Good 15 20 

Valve, Discharge (drain) 4" DIP Plug Good 15 20 
Wet Well -Conc pipe 5' id Good 15 20 

 

Motor Control Center (DP-1, MCC1, Auto Tran, PLC) 
 

New 
 

20 
 

20 
Sampler, Influent Inoperable 0 5 

 

Screen 1 
Influent flow meter 

 
 

Good 

 
 

5 

 
 

10 
Automatic fine drum screen Inoperable 0 20 
Screw Conveyor Warn 3 10 
Influent valve - 6" plug Fair 5 10 
Piping - 6" DIP Good 45 50 

 

Headworks Ventilation 
Headworks Ventilation 

 
 

Good 

 
 

15 

 
 

20 
Collection piping - 2", 3" & 6" PVC Good 45 50 
Exhaust Fan - 275 CFM Good 15 20 
Flow switch Good 15 20 
Hydrogen sulfide sensor - Oxygen Sensor Inoperable 0 5 

 

Bio-reactor    

 

Mixing Tank 
Isolation gate anoxic 2 - 24x36" alum gate 

 

 
 

Good 

 

 
 

15 

 

 
 

20 
 

Anoxic Basin 1 
Air mixing piping - 2" SS 

 
 

Good 

 
 

45 

 
 

50 
Air mixing valve - 2" DIP globe Good 15 20 
Inlet control gate - 24x36" alum gate Good 15 20 
Outlet control gate - 24x36" alum gate Good 15 20 
Anoxic interconnect gate - 24x36" alum gate Good 15 20 

 

Anoxic Basin 2 
Air mixing piping - 2" SS 

 
 

Good 

 
 

45 

 
 

50 
Air mixing valve - 2" DIP globe Good 15 20 
Inlet control gate - 24x36" alum gate Good 15 20 
Air mixing valve - 2" DIP globe Good 15 20 
Gate - 24x36" alum gate Good 15 20 

 

Pre-Air Basin 1 
Air piping - 4" SS  4" PVC 

 
 

Good 

 
 

45 

 
 

50 
Air valve - 4" DIP Good 15 20 
Cover grates - 5'x30' exp alum Good 15 20 

 

Flow isolation control gate to membrane basin  - 24x36" alum gate 
 

Good 
 

15 
 

20 
 

Flow isolation control gate to membrane basin 1 - 12X12" alum gate 
 

Good 
 

15 
 

20 
Fine bubble diffusers Warn 2 7 

 

Pre-Air Basin 2 
Air piping - 4" SS  4" PVC 

 
 

Good 

 
 

45 

 
 

50 
Air  valve - 4" DIP Globe Good 15 20 
Cover grates - 5'x30' exp alum Good 15 20 

 

Flow isolation control gate to membrane basin 2  - 24x36" alum gate 
 

Good 
 

15 
 

20 
 

Flow isolation control gate to membrane basin 2 - 12X12" alum gate 
 

Good 
 

15 
 

20 
Fine bubble diffusers Good 15 20 
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Attachment A 
Edgewood Wastewater System 

Asset List, Condition, Remaining Life and Expected Life 
Remaining Life Expected Life 

Years Asset Condition Years 

 

 
 

Membrane Basin 1 - Zone 1 (N by Anoxic)  

Air mixing piping Good 45 50 
Cassette air isolation valve Good 15 20 
Air mixing diffusers Warn 2 7 
Cassette membrane isolation valve - 2" PVC Ball Good 15 20 
Membrane Cassettes Not installed NA NA 
Backwash isolation valve - 3" SS BF Good 15 20 
Gate to recycle basin Good 15 20 
Instrument Panel (TSS/DO/ Temp) Good 15 20 

 
 

Membrane Basin 1 - Zone 2  

Air mixing piping - SS & PVC Good 45 50 
Cassette air isolation valve - 3" SS Good 15 20 
Air mixing diffusers Warn 2 7 
Cassette membrane isolation valve - 2" PVC Warn 2 7 
Membrane Cassettes New 1 1 
Backwash isolation valve - 3" SS Good 15 20 
Diffuser Clean Valve Globe 6" SS Good 15 20 

 

Membrane Basin 1 - Zone 3 
Air mixing piping - SS & PVC 

 
 

Good 

 
 

45 

 
 

50 
Cassette air isolation valve - 3" SS Good 15 20 
Air mixing diffusers Warn 2 7 
Cassette membrane isolation valve Good 15 20 
Membrane Cassettes New 1 1 
Backwash isolation valve - 3" SS Good 15 20 
Diffuser Clean Valve Globe 6" SS Good 15 20 

 

Membrane Basin 1 - Zone 4 
Air mixing piping - SS & PVC 

 
 

Good 

 
 

45 

 
 

50 
Cassette air isolation valve - 3" SS Good 15 20 
Air mixing diffusers Warn 2 7 
Cassette membrane isolation valve Good 15 20 
Membrane Cassettes New 1 1 
Backwash isolation valve - 3" SS Good 15 20 

 

Flow isolation control gate to membrane basin 1- 12x12" alum 
 

Good 
 

15 
 

20 
Diffuser Clean Valve - 6" SS Globe Warn 2 7 

 

Recycle Basin 
   

 

Isolation Gate Membrane Basin 1 - 24x36" Alum slide 
 

Good 
 

15 
 

20 
 

Isolation Gate Membrane Basin 2 1 - 24x36" Alum slide 
 

Good 
 

15 
 

20 
Cover Grates Good 15 20 
8-inch air lift pump Good 15 20 
Air piping and valve 2" SS & PVC Good 45 50 
Pump discharge piping - 8" sch 80 PVC Good 45 50 
3-inch sludge draw off line - 3" PVC Good 45 50 

 

Permeate System 
   

 

Permeate Collection System - 4" PVC 
 

Good 
 

15 
 

20 
Permeate isolation valve - 4" PVC BF Good 15 20 
Pressure transducer Good 15 20 
Permeate isolation valve - 4" PVC BF Good 15 20 
Permeate isolation valve - 4" PVC BF Good 15 20 
Air relief isolation - 1" SS Good 15 20 
Air relief valve Good 15 20 
Permeate isolation valve - 4" PVC BF Good 15 20 

 

Pump 1 
 

Warn 
 

2 
 

7 
Permeate Pump Fair 4 8 
Intake valve - 4" PVC BF Good 15 20 
Intake pressure gauge Inoperable 0 5 
Discharge check valve - 3" DIP Fair 5 10 
Discharge valve - 3" PVC BF Good 15 20 
Discharge pressure gauge Warn 2 7 
Discharge magmeter 3" Good 15 20 
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Attachment A 
Edgewood Wastewater System 

Asset List, Condition, Remaining Life and Expected Life 
Remaining Life Expected Life 

 

Asset 
Pump 2 

Condition 
 

Good 
Years 

 

15 
Years 

 

20 
Permeate Pump Good 15 20 
Intake valve - 4" PVC BF Good 15 20 
Intake pressure gauge Inoperable 0 5 
Discharge check valve - 3" DIP Good 15 20 
Discharge valve - 3" PVC BF Good 15 20 
Discharge pressure gauge Warn 2 7 
Discharge magmeter 3" Good 15 20 

 

Disinfection 
   

 

Influent permeate pipe 4" PVC 
 

Good 
 

45 
 

50 
Influent turbidity meter Good 15 20 
Influent valves - 6" DIP BF Good 15 20 
Ultra violet disinfection unit 1 Warn 2 7 
Effluent valves - 6" DIP BF Good 15 20 
Influent valves - 6" DIP BF Good 15 20 
Ultra violet disinfection unit 2 inoperable 0 5 
Effluent valves - 6" DIP BF Good 15 20 
Electrical control panel Warn 2 7 

 

Ancillary Systems 
   

 

Effluent sampler 
 

Inoperable 
 

0 
 

5 
4600 gallon effluent storage tank Fair 5 10 
Suction isolation valve -  4" DIP BF Good 15 20 
Non-potable water supply pump Inoperable 0 8 
Check valve - 4" DIP Good 15 20 
Discharge isolation valve - 4" DIP BF Good 15 20 
Discharge Pipe - 6" Sch 80 PVC Good 45 50 

 

Non-Potable Utility Water Supply 
   

 

Tank discharge isolation valve - 4" DIP BF 
 

Good 
 

15 
 

20 
Magmeter 4" Good 5 10 
NP Pump suction isolation valve - 6" DIP BF Good 15 20 
Non potable pump Warn 2 8 
NP Pump discharge check valve -  4" DIP Good 15 20 
NP Pump suction isolation valve - 4" DIP BF Good 15 20 
Non potable pump Warn 2 8 
NP Pump discharge check valve -  4" DIP Good 15 20 

 

Chemical Backwash System 
   

 

Utility water isolation valve - 2: PVC Ball 
 

Good 
 

15 
 

20 
Automatic isolation valve - 2" DIP BF Good 15 20 
Automatic isolation valve - 2" DIP BF Good 15 20 
Gauge isolation valve - 1.5" PVC Ball Good 15 20 
Utility water isolation valve - 1.5" PVC Ball Good 15 20 
Chemical injection system Good 15 20 
Utility water isolation valve - 1.5" PVC Ball Good 15 20 
Flow meter Good 5 10 
C Utility water isolation valve - 0.5" PVC Ball Good 15 20 
C Chemical isolation valve - 1.5" PVC Ball Good 15 20 
2-inch PVC chemical piping Good 15 20 

Chemical clean isolation valve - 2" PVC BF Good 15 20 
Chemical clean isolation valve - 2" PVC BF Good 15 20 
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Attachment A 
Edgewood Wastewater System 

Asset List, Condition, Remaining Life and Expected Life 
Remaining Life Expected Life 

 

Asset 
Belt Press - Sludge Disposal 

Condition Years Years 

 

Influent sludge isolation valve, pipe - 3" DIP Plug 
 

Fair 
 

5 
 

10 
Recycle sewage pump Fair 4 8 
Magmeter sludge - 4" Good 5 10 
Polymer injection ring Warn 2 7 
Polymer feed unit (Dosing Pump) Fair 5 10 
PFU Utility Water Isolation - 1.5" PVC Ball Good 15 20 
Influent beltpress isolation valve - 3" DIP Plug Good 15 20 
Belt press Fair 5 10 
Screw Conveyor system Good 15 20 
Water booster pump Fair 4 8 
BP utility water isolation valve Good 15 20 
Air compressor Warn 2 7 
Electric control panel Fair 5 10 

 

Mechanical HVAC 
   

 

Exhaust fan 1 
 

Good 
 

15 
 

20 
Exhaust fan 2 Good 15 20 
Exhaust fan 3 Good 15 20 
Exhaust fan 4 Good 15 20 
Exhaust fan 5 Good 15 20 
Exhaust fan 6 Good 15 20 
Exhaust fan 7 Good 15 20 
Exhaust fan 8 Good 15 20 
Exhaust fan damper 1 Good 15 20 
Exhaust fan damper 2 Good 15 20 
Exhaust fan damper 3 Good 15 20 
Exhaust fan damper 4 Good 15 20 
Exhaust fan damper 5 Good 15 20 
Exhaust fan damper 6 Good 15 20 
Aluminum damper and louver 1 Good 15 20 
Aluminum damper and louver 2 Good 15 20 
Aluminum damper and louver 3 Good 15 20 
Aluminum damper and louver 4 Good 15 20 
Aluminum damper and louver 5 Good 15 20 
Aluminum damper and louver 6 Good 15 20 
Aluminum damper and louver 7 Good 15 20 
Aluminum damper and louver 8 Good 15 20 
Aluminum damper and louver 9 Good 15 20 
Electric Heater 1 Inoperable 0 5 
Electric Heater 2 Inoperable 0 5 
Electric Heater 3 Inoperable 0 5 
Electric Heater 4 Warn 2 7 
Electric Heater 5 Inoperable 0 5 
Electric Heater 6 Inoperable 0 5 
Electric Heater 7 Inoperable 0 5 
Fan 1 Good 15 20 
Fan 2 Good 15 20 
Fan 3 Good 15 20 
Supply Fan Good 15 20 
A/C condensing unit Good 15 20 
Air Handler Good 15 20 
Indoor evaporator coil Good 15 20 
Hot water heater Inoperable 0 5 
Register electric room Good 15 20 
Register process room Good 15 20 
Thermostat electric room Good 15 20 
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Attachment A 
Edgewood Wastewater System 

Asset List, Condition, Remaining Life and Expected Life 
Remaining Life Expected Life 

 

Asset 
Blowers 

Condition Years Years 

 

Blower 1 
 

Warn 
 

2 
 

7 
Blower isolation valve - 6 DIP wafer check Good 15 20 
Blower isolation valve - 8" DIP BF Good 15 20 
Pressure gauge Good 15 20 
Air flow meter Good 15 20 
Automatic isolation valve Fair 5 10 

 

Blower 3 
 

Warn 
 

2 
 

7 
Blower isolation valve - 6 DIP wafer check Good 15 20 
Blower isolation valve - 8" DIP BF Good 15 20 
Temperature gauge Good 15 20 
Air flow meter Good 15 20 

 

Support Systems 
   

 

Building 
 

Good 
 

25 
 

30 
Lighting Inoperable 0 5 
Restroom Good 25 30 
Office Good 25 30 

 

Effluent Disposal System 
   

 

Piping to pond 
 

Good 
 

45 
 

50 
Pond and Liner Good 35 40 
Pumps and Valves Good 15 20 
Resue piping Good 45 50 

 

Collection System 
   

 

Manhole 
 

Good 
 

45 
 

50 
Line Good 45 50 
Manhole Good 45 50 
Line Good 15 20 
Church Lift Station Pump 1 Fair 4 8 
Church Lift Station Pump 2 Fair 4 8 
Forcemain Good 45 50 

 

Generator 500 kW 
 

Good 
 

15 
 

20 
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Attachment B
Edgewood Wastewater System

Asset Value
Asset  Asset Value 

Preliminary Treatment 2,325$                                                   

Plant Drain Lift Station
Plant drain pump 1 & @  - 2 Hp  $                                                   4,500 
Check valve  - 4" Ball Check  $                                                   2,250 
Plant drain pump 2 - 2 Hp  $                                                   4,500 
Check valve - 4" Ball Check  $                                                   2,250 
Wet Well -Conc pipe 5' id  $                                                   6,000 
Motor Control Center (DP-1, MCC1, Auto Tran, PLC)  $                                                 28,050 
Sampler, Influent  $                                                   3,750 

Screen 1
Influent flow meter  $                                                   8,412 
Automatic fine drum screen  $                                                   7,500 
Influent valve - 6" plug  $                                                   3,000 

Headworks Ventilation
Exhaust Fan - 275 CFM  $                                                   4,500 
Hydrogen sulfide sensor - Oxygen Sensor  $                                                   4,500 

Bio-reactor

Mixing Tank
Isolation gate anoxic 2 - 24x36" alum gate  $                                                 34,500 

Anoxic Basin 1
Air mixing valve - 2" DIP globe  $                                                   2,700 
Inlet control gate - 24x36" alum gate  $                                                 17,250 
Outlet control gate - 24x36" alum gate  $                                                 17,250 
Anoxic interconnect gate - 24x36" alum gate  $                                                 34,500 

Anoxic Basin 2
Air mixing valve - 2" DIP globe  $                                                   2,700 
Inlet control gate - 24x36" alum gate  $                                                 17,250 
Air mixing valve - 2" DIP globe  $                                                   2,700 
Gate - 24x36" alum gate  $                                                 34,500 

Pre-Air Basin 1 1,500$                                                   
Air valve - 4" DIP  $                                                   4,800 
Cover grates - 5'x30' exp alum  $                                                   2,250 
Flow isolation control gate to membrane basin  - 24x36" alum gate  $                                                 17,250 
Fine bubble diffusers  $                                                   9,720 

Pre-Air Basin 2
Air  valve - 4" DIP Globe  $                                                   4,800 
Cover grates - 5'x30' exp alum  $                                                   2,250 
Flow isolation control gate to membrane basin 2  - 24x36" alum gate  $                                                   3,000 
Flow isolation control gate to membrane basin 2 - 12X12" alum gate  $                                                   3,000 
Fine bubble diffusers  $                                                   9,720 

Membrane Basin 1 - Zone 1 (N by Anoxic) 1,473$                                                   
Cassette air isolation valve  $                                                   9,600 
Backwash isolation valve - 3" SS BF  $                                                   9,600 
Gate to recycle basin  $                                                   3,000 
Instrument Panel (TSS/DO/ Temp)  $                                                   3,000 

Membrane Basin 1 - Zone 2 1,473$                                                   
Cassette air isolation valve - 3" SS  $                                                   9,600 
Membrane Cassettes  $                                                 20,000 
Backwash isolation valve - 3" SS  $                                                   9,600 
Diffuser Clean Valve Globe 6" SS  $                                                 17,400 

Membrane Basin 1 - Zone 3 1,473$                                                   
Cassette air isolation valve - 3" SS  $                                                   9,600 
Membrane Cassettes  $                                                 20,000 
Backwash isolation valve - 3" SS  $                                                   9,600 
Diffuser Clean Valve Globe 6" SS  $                                                 17,400 
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Attachment B
Edgewood Wastewater System

Asset Value
Asset  Asset Value 

Membrane Basin 1 - Zone 4 1,473$                                                   
Cassette air isolation valve - 3" SS  $                                                   9,600 
Membrane Cassettes  $                                                 20,000 
Backwash isolation valve - 3" SS  $                                                   9,600 
Flow isolation control gate to membrane basin 1- 12x12" alum  $                                                   3,000 
Diffuser Clean Valve - 6" SS Globe  $                                                 17,400 

Recycle Basin 4,500$                                                   
8-inch air lift pump  $                                                   3,750 

Permeate System 9,525$                                                   

Pressure transducer  $                                                   2,400 
Air relief valve  $                                                   2,400 

Pump 1
Permeate Pump  $                                                   5,250 
Discharge magmeter 3"  $                                                   3,375 
Pump 2
Permeate Pump  $                                                   5,250 
Discharge magmeter 3"  $                                                   3,375 

Disinfection 6,000$                                                   

Influent turbidity meter  $                                                   5,250 
Ultra violet disinfection unit 1  $                                                 37,500 
Ultra violet disinfection unit 2  $                                                 37,500 
 Electrical control panel  $                                                   4,500 

Ancillary Systems
Effluent System 3,225$                                                   
Effluent sampler  $                                                   6,750 
4600 gallon effluent storage tank  $                                                   4,500 
Suction isolation valve -  4" DIP BF  $                                                   2,700 
Check valve - 4" DIP  $                                                   2,250 

Non-Potable Utility Water Supply 6,075$                                                   

Magmeter 4"  $                                                   4,500 
Non potable pump  $                                                   6,750 
NP Pump discharge check valve -  4" DIP   $                                                   2,250 
NP Pump discharge check valve -  4" DIP   $                                                   2,250 

Chemical Backwash System  $                                                   7,500 

Belt Press - Sludge Disposal 3,563$                                                   

Recycle sewage pump  $                                                   4,500 
Magmeter sludge - 4"  $                                                   4,206 
Polymer injection ring  $                                                   6,750 
Polymer feed unit (Dosing Pump)  $                                                   2,324 
Belt press  $                                                 37,500 
Screw Conveyor system  $                                                   7,500 
Water booster pump  $                                                   4,500 
Air compressor  $                                                   2,250 
Electric control panel  $                                                   4,500 
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Attachment B
Edgewood Wastewater System

Asset Value
Asset  Asset Value 

Mechanical HVAC 24,765$                                                 

Exhaust fan 2  $                                                   2,250 
Exhaust fan 3  $                                                   2,250 
Exhaust fan 4  $                                                   2,250 
Exhaust fan 5  $                                                   2,250 
Exhaust fan damper 6  $                                                   2,025 
Electric Heater 2  $                                                   2,475 
Electric Heater 3  $                                                   2,475 
Electric Heater 4  $                                                   2,475 
Electric Heater 5  $                                                   2,475 
Electric Heater 6  $                                                   2,475 
Electric Heater 7  $                                                   2,475 

Blowers 2,963$                                                   

Blower 1  $                                                   9,179 
Blower isolation valve - 6 DIP wafer check  $                                                   3,600 
Blower isolation valve - 8" DIP BF  $                                                   3,900 
Air flow meter  $                                                   4,787 

Blower 3  $                                                   9,179 
Blower isolation valve - 6 DIP wafer check  $                                                   3,600 
Air flow meter  $                                                   4,787 

Collection System 

Church Lift Station Pump 1  $                                                 24,482 
Church Lift Station Pump 2  $                                                 24,482 

Generator 500 kW  $                                              165,000 

Total  $                                           1,070,581 
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 Attachment C Life Cycle Costing 

Edgewood Wastewater System

1.00000                  1.01330      1.02678      1.04043      1.05427      1.06829      1.10526      1.14350      1.18306      1.22400      1.26635      1.32207      1.38024      1.44097      1.50437      1.57056          1.63967      1.71181      1.78713      1.86577      1.94786      
Asset 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 

Preliminary Treatment -$                                     -$                      -$                      1,249$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      1,729$                 -$                      1,767$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

-$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                           -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Plant Drain Lift Station -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                           -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Plant drain pump 1 & @  - 2 Hp -$                                     -$                      -$                      4,682$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      5,949$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                           -$                      -$                      -$                      8,396$                 -$                      

Check valve  - 4" Ball Check -$                                     -$                      -$                      2,341$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      2,975$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                           -$                      -$                      -$                      4,198$                 -$                      

Plant drain pump 2 - 2 Hp -$                                     -$                      4,620$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      5,699$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                           -$                      -$                      8,042$                 -$                      -$                      

Check valve - 4" Ball Check -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      3,534$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Wet Well -Conc pipe 5' id -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      9,423$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Motor Control Center (DP-1, MCC1, Auto Tran, PLC) -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                           -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      54,637$               

Sampler, Influent 3,750$                                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      4,006$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      4,749$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      5,890$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      7,304$                 

Screen 1 -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                           -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Influent flow meter -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      8,986$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      13,211$                    -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Automatic fine drum screen 7,500$                                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                           -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      14,609$               

Influent valve - 6" plug -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      3,205$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      4,712$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Headworks Ventilation -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                           -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Exhaust Fan - 275 CFM -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      7,068$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Hydrogen sulfide sensor - Oxygen Sensor 4,500$                                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      4,807$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      5,699$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      7,068$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      8,765$                 

Bio-reactor

Mixing Tank

Isolation gate anoxic 2 - 24x36" alum gate -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      54,184$                    -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Anoxic Basin 1

Air mixing valve - 2" DIP globe -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      4,241$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Inlet control gate - 24x36" alum gate -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      27,092$                    -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Outlet control gate - 24x36" alum gate -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      27,092$                    -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Anoxic interconnect gate - 24x36" alum gate -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      54,184$                    -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Anoxic Basin 2

Air mixing valve - 2" DIP globe -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      4,241$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Inlet control gate - 24x36" alum gate -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      27,092$                    -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Air mixing valve - 2" DIP globe -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      4,241$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Gate - 24x36" alum gate -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      54,184$                    -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Pre-Air Basin 1

Air valve - 4" DIP -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      7,539$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Cover grates - 5'x30' exp alum -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      3,534$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Flow isolation control gate to membrane basin  - 

24x36" alum gate -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      27,092$                    -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Fine bubble diffusers -$                                     -$                      9,980$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      11,897$               -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                           15,938$               -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Pre-Air Basin 2

Air  valve - 4" DIP Globe -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      7,539$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Cover grates - 5'x30' exp alum -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      3,534$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Flow isolation control gate to membrane basin 2  - 

24x36" alum gate -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      4,712$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Flow isolation control gate to membrane basin 2 - 

12X12" alum gate -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      4,712$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Fine bubble diffusers -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      15,266$                    -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Membrane Basin 1 - Zone 1 (N by Anoxic)

Cassette air isolation valve -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      15,077$                    -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Backwash isolation valve - 3" SS BF -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      15,077$                    -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      
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 Attachment C Life Cycle Costing 

Edgewood Wastewater System

1.00000                  1.01330      1.02678      1.04043      1.05427      1.06829      1.10526      1.14350      1.18306      1.22400      1.26635      1.32207      1.38024      1.44097      1.50437      1.57056          1.63967      1.71181      1.78713      1.86577      1.94786      
Asset 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 

Gate to recycle basin -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      4,712$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Instrument Panel (TSS/DO/ Temp) -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      4,712$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Membrane Basin 1 - Zone 2

Cassette air isolation valve - 3" SS -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      15,077$                    -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Membrane Cassettes 20,000$                               20,266$               20,536$               20,809$               21,085$               21,366$               22,105$               22,870$               23,661$               24,480$               25,327$               26,441$               27,605$               28,819$               30,087$               31,411$                    32,793$               34,236$               35,743$               37,315$               38,957$               

Backwash isolation valve - 3" SS -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      15,077$                    -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Diffuser Clean Valve Globe 6" SS -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      27,328$                    -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

-$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                           -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Membrane Basin 1 - Zone 3 -$                                     -$                      1,358$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      1,619$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      236$                          2,169$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Cassette air isolation valve - 3" SS -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      15,077$                    -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Membrane Cassettes 20,000$                               20,266$               20,536$               20,809$               21,085$               21,366$               22,105$               22,870$               23,661$               24,480$               25,327$               26,441$               27,605$               28,819$               30,087$               31,411$                    32,793$               34,236$               35,743$               37,315$               38,957$               

Backwash isolation valve - 3" SS -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      15,077$                    -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Diffuser Clean Valve Globe 6" SS -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      27,328$                    -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Membrane Basin 1 - Zone 4

Cassette air isolation valve - 3" SS -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      15,077$                    -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Membrane Cassettes 20,000$                               20,266$               20,536$               20,809$               21,085$               21,366$               22,105$               22,870$               23,661$               24,480$               25,327$               26,441$               27,605$               28,819$               30,087$               31,411$                    32,793$               34,236$               35,743$               37,315$               38,957$               

Backwash isolation valve - 3" SS -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      15,077$                    -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Flow isolation control gate to membrane basin 1- 

12x12" alum -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      4,712$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Diffuser Clean Valve - 6" SS Globe -$                                     -$                      17,866$               -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      21,298$               -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                           28,530$               -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Recycle Basin

8-inch air lift pump -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      5,890$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

-$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                           -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Permeate System 750$                                    -$                      231$                     -$                      -$                      2,724$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      275$                     950$                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      14,606$                    369$                     -$                      -$                      -$                      1,461$                 

Pressure transducer -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      3,769$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Air relief valve -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      3,769$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

-$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                           -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Pump 1

Permeate Pump -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      5,535$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      7,246$                 -$                      -$                      -$                           -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      10,226$               

Discharge magmeter 3" -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      5,301$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Pump 2

Permeate Pump -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      8,245$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Discharge magmeter 3" -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      5,301$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Disinfection -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      9,423$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Influent turbidity meter -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      8,245$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Ultra violet disinfection unit 1 -$                                     -$                      38,504$               -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      45,900$               -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                           61,488$               -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Ultra violet disinfection unit 2 37,500$                               -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      40,061$               -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      47,488$               -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      58,896$                    -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      73,045$               

 Electrical control panel -$                                     -$                      4,620$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      5,508$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                           7,379$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Ancillary Systems

Effluent System 1,875$                                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      2,218$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      2,120$                      3,074$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Effluent sampler 6,750$                                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      7,211$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      8,548$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      10,601$                    -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      13,148$               

4600 gallon effluent storage tank -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      4,807$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      7,068$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Suction isolation valve -  4" DIP BF -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      4,241$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Check valve - 4" DIP -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      3,534$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Non-Potable Utility Water Supply

Magmeter 4" -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      4,807$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      7,068$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Non potable pump -$                                     -$                      6,931$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      8,548$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                           -$                      -$                      12,063$               -$                      -$                      

NP Pump discharge check valve -  4" DIP  -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      3,534$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

NP Pump discharge check valve -  4" DIP  -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      3,534$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

-$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                           -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      
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 Attachment C Life Cycle Costing 

Edgewood Wastewater System

1.00000                  1.01330      1.02678      1.04043      1.05427      1.06829      1.10526      1.14350      1.18306      1.22400      1.26635      1.32207      1.38024      1.44097      1.50437      1.57056          1.63967      1.71181      1.78713      1.86577      1.94786      
Asset 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 

Chemical Backwash System -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      11,779$                    -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Belt Press - Sludge Disposal -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      881$                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      5,595$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Recycle sewage pump -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      4,744$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      6,211$                 -$                      -$                      -$                           -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      8,765$                 

Magmeter sludge - 4" -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      4,493$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      6,606$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Polymer injection ring -$                                     -$                      6,931$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      8,262$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                           11,068$               -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Polymer feed unit (Dosing Pump) -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      2,482$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      3,649$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Belt press -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      40,061$               -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      58,896$                    -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Screw Conveyor system -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      11,779$                    -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Water booster pump -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      4,744$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      6,211$                 -$                      -$                      -$                           -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      8,765$                 

Air compressor -$                                     -$                      2,310$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      2,754$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                           3,689$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Electric control panel -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      4,807$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      7,068$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Mechanical HVAC 2,025$                                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      2,163$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      2,564$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      38,895$                    -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      3,944$                 

Exhaust fan 2 -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      3,534$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Exhaust fan 3 -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      3,534$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Exhaust fan 4 -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      3,534$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Exhaust fan 5 -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      3,534$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Exhaust fan damper 6 -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      3,180$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Electric Heater 2 2,475$                                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      2,644$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      3,134$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      3,887$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      4,821$                 

Electric Heater 3 2,475$                                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      2,644$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      3,134$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      3,887$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      4,821$                 

Electric Heater 4 -$                                     -$                      2,541$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      3,029$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                           4,058$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Electric Heater 5 2,475$                                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      2,644$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      3,134$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      3,887$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      4,821$                 

Electric Heater 6 2,475$                                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      2,644$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      3,134$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      3,887$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      4,821$                 

Electric Heater 7 2,475$                                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      2,644$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      3,134$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      3,887$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      4,821$                 

-$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                           -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Blowers -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      641$                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      4,653$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

-$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                           -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Blower 1 -$                                     -$                      9,424$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      11,234$               -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                           15,050$               -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Blower isolation valve - 6 DIP wafer check -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      5,654$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Blower isolation valve - 8" DIP BF -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      6,125$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Air flow meter -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      7,517$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Blower 3 -$                                     -$                      9,424$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      11,234$               -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                           15,050$               -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Blower isolation valve - 6 DIP wafer check -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      5,654$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Air flow meter -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      7,517$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Collection System 

Church Lift Station Pump 1 -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      25,810$               -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      33,790$               -$                      -$                      -$                           -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      47,687$               

Church Lift Station Pump 2 -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      25,810$               -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      33,790$               -$                      -$                      -$                           -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      47,687$               

Generator 500 kW -$                                     -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      259,143$                  -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Total  $                            137,025  $               60,798  $             176,349  $               70,697  $             129,900  $             213,462  $               66,315  $               68,610  $               73,202  $             196,451  $             175,896  $               88,248  $             170,063  $               88,187  $               90,262  $              1,309,455  $             266,241  $             102,709  $             127,333  $             124,540  $             441,021 



Attachment D 
Critical Assets 

  



 
  

Asset
Probability of 

Failure
Consequence 

(Cost) of Failure Criticality
Plant Drain Lift Station 2 2 4
Sampler, Influent 2 5 10
     Influent flow meter 1 3 3
     Automatic fine drum screen 4 4 16
Mixing Tank 1 4 4
Anoxic Basin 1 1 4 4
Pre-Air Basin 1 3 5 15
Membrane Basin 1 - 5 5 25
Recycle Basin 1 4 4
Permeate System 2 5 10
Pump 1 2 5 10
     Permeate Pump 2 5 10
     Discharge magmeter 3" 1 3 3
Pump 2 2 5 10
     Permeate Pump 2 5 10
     Discharge magmeter 3" 1 3 3
     Pressure transducer 2 2 4
Disinfection 4 5 20
Ultra violet disinfection unit 1 4 5 20
Ultra violet disinfection unit 2 4 5 20
Turbidity Meter 3 5 15
    Electrical control panel 2 4 8
Effluent sampler 2 5 10
Chemical Backwash System 2 4 8
Belt Press - Sludge Disposal 2 2 4
Blowers 4 4 16
Air flow meter 2 3 6
Support Systems 2 1 2
Building 1 2 2
Lighting 1 1 1
Restroom 1 1 1
Office 1 1 1
Effluent Disposal System 1 5 5
Piping to pond 1 5 5
Pond and Liner 2 5 10
Collection System 2 5 10
Manholes 1 5 5
Sewer Mains 2 5 10
Church Street Lift Station 2 5 10
Church Lift station Pump 1 3 5 15
Church Lift station Pump 2 3 5 15
Forcemain 2 5 10

Critical Assets Table
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Component Cost, $ Running Total, $ 
UV disinfection                          37,500 37,500 
Effluent meter 4,500 42,000 
Influent meter 4,500 46,500 
Membranes, redundant set 20,000 66,500 
Influent screen 7,500 74,000 
Permeate pump #1 5,250 79,250 
Composting sampler – effluent 3,750 83,000 
Composting sampler – influent 3,750 86,750 
Electrical    
   Surge arrestor on DP-1 $4,500 $91,250 
   Lightning arrestor $1,500 $92,750 
   Loss of relay to shunt trip control $3,000 $65,750 
   Upgrade 30 hp VFD to 40 hp VFD $16,000 $111,750 
   Power meter on DP-1 $5,000 $116,750 
Blower motors $14,000 $130,750 
SCADA  $175,000 $305,750 
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Asset Management Plan 
 

Town of Edgewood 
Wastewater System 

 



Presentation Outline 
• Spreadsheet Tabs 
• Inventory Tab Overview 
• Membrane Basin 1-Zone 2 Example 

– Asset List 
– Cost, Value, Condition and Life 
– Replacement Date and Amount 

• Membrane Plan 
– Purchase Year 
– Current Cost 
– Escalation Factor 
– Planned Cost 

• Life Cycle Figure 
• Long Term Funding Figure 

 



Spreadsheet Tabs 

• Inventory 
• List 
• Condition 
• Life 
• ATCH A 
• Value 
• Life Cycle Data 

• Life Cycle Rows 
• Life Cycle Table 
• Life Cycle Figure 
• Long Term Funding 
• Base 



Inventory Tab Overview 
Town of Edgewood 197,025$   120,000$   

Wastewater System Inventory Worksheet 1.00000 1.01330

1.5 197,025$   121,596$   

Asset Estimated Equipment Cost Number of Items Installation Mark-up Asset Value Tag Number
Expected 

Life Condition
Remaining 

Life 1st Pur 2nd Pur 3rd Pur 4th Pur 5th Pur 6th Pur 7th Pur 2015 2016
Preliminary Treatment

Plant Drain Lift Station
Plant drain pump 1 & @  - 2 Hp $3,000                                      1 1.5 $4,500 P-10 8 Good 3 2018 2026 2034 2042 2050 2058 2066 -$            -$            
Check valve  - 4" Ball Check $1,500                                      1 1.5 $2,250 V-1 8 Good 3 2018 2026 2034 2042 2050 2058 2066 -$            -$            
Plant drain pump 2 - 2 Hp $3,000                                      1 1.5 $4,500 P-11 8 Warn 2 2017 2025 2033 2041 2049 2057 2065 -$            -$            
Check valve - 4" Ball Check $1,500                                      1 1.5 $2,250 V-1a 20 Good 15 2030 2050 2070 2090 2110 2130 2150 -$            -$            
 Piping - 4" DIP NOT REQUIRED                                      1 1.5 20 Good 15 2030 2050 2070 2090 2110 2130 2150 -$            -$            
Valve, Discharge (drain) 4" DIP Plug $600                                      1 1.5 $900 V-45 20 Good 15 2030 2050 2070 2090 2110 2130 2150 -$            -$            
Wet Well -Conc pipe 5' id $4,000                                      1 1.5 $6,000 20 Good 15 2030 2050 2070 2090 2110 2130 2150 -$            -$            
Motor Control Center (DP-1, MCC1, Auto Tran, PLC) $18,700                                      1 1.5 $28,050 20 New 20 2035 2055 2075 2095 2115 2135 2155 -$            -$            

Sampler, Influent $2,500                                      1 1.5 $3,750 M-3 5 Inoperable 0 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 3,750$        -$            

Screen 1

Influent flow meter $2,804                                      2 1.5 $8,412 M-16 10 Good 5 2020 2030 2040 2050 2060 2070 2080 -$            -$            

Automatic fine drum screen $2,500                                      2 1.5 $7,500 M-1 20 Inoperable 0 2015 2035 2055 2075 2095 2115 2135 7,500$        -$            
Screw Conveyor $800                                      1 1.5 $1,200 M-53 10 Warn 3 2018 2028 2038 2048 2058 2068 2078 -$            -$            
Influent valve - 6" plug $1,000                                      2 1.5 $3,000 V-31 10 Fair 5 2020 2030 2040 2050 2060 2070 2080 -$            -$            
Piping - 6" DIP NOT REQUIRED                                      1 1.5 #VALUE! 50 Good 45 2060 2110 2160 2210 2260 2310 2360 -$            -$            

Headworks Ventilation $0                                      1 1.5 $0 20 Good 15 2030 2050 2070 2090 2110 2130 2150 -$            -$            
Collection piping - 2", 3" & 6" PVC NOT REQUIRED                                      1 1.5 #VALUE! 50 Good 45 2060 2110 2160 2210 2260 2310 2360 -$            -$            
Exhaust Fan - 275 CFM $3,000                                      1 1.5 $4,500 EF-8 20 Good 15 2030 2050 2070 2090 2110 2130 2150 -$            -$            
Flow switch $150                                      1 1.5 $225 M-55 20 Good 15 2030 2050 2070 2090 2110 2130 2150 -$            -$            
Hydrogen sulfide sensor - Oxygen Sensor $3,000                                      1 1.5 $4,500 5 Inoperable 0 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 4,500$        -$            

List Cost, Value, Condition and Life Replacement Date and $ 



Membrane Basin 1-Zone 2 Example 
Asset List 

Asset

Membrane Basin 1 - Zone 2
Air mixing piping - SS & PVC
Cassette air isolation valve - 3" SS
Air mixing diffusers
Cassette membrane isolation valve - 2" PVC 
Membrane Cassettes
Backwash isolation valve - 3" SS
Diffuser Clean Valve Globe 6" SS



Membrane Basin 1-Zone 2 Example 
Cost, Value, Condition and Life 

Asset Estimated Equipment Cost Number of Items Installation Mark-up Asset Value Tag Number
Expected 

Life Condition
Remaining 

Life

Membrane Basin 1 - Zone 2
Air mixing piping - SS & PVC NOT REQUIRED                                      1 1.5 #VALUE! 50 Good 45
Cassette air isolation valve - 3" SS $1,600                                      4 1.5 $9,600 V-8 20 Good 15
Air mixing diffusers $25                                    36 1.5 $1,323 7 Warn 2
Cassette membrane isolation valve - 2" PVC $25                                      4 1.5 $150 V-25 7 Warn 2
Membrane Cassettes $20,000 M-9 0.5 New 6 Months
Backwash isolation valve - 3" SS $1,600                                      4 1.5 $9,600 V-36 20 Good 15
Diffuser Clean Valve Globe 6" SS $11,600                                      1 1.5 $17,400 V-36 20 Good 15

Expected Life from AZ Corporation Commission Guidelines 
Remaining Life Estimated by Condition 
• =ROUND(IF(H87="New",1*G87,IF(H87="Good",0.75*G87,IF(H87="Fair",0.5*G87,IF(H8

7="Warn",0.25*G87,IF(H87="Inoperable",0*G87,"unknown"))))),0) 

Installation Mark-up 
• Global Value that can be Easily Changed (Cell D3) 
Asset Value Equals Est Equip Cost times Number times Installation Mark-up 



Membrane Basin 1-Zone 2 Example 
Replacement Date and Amount 

Town of Edgewood 197,025$   120,000$   237,744$     

Wastewater System Inventory Worksheet 1.00000 1.01330 1.02678

197,025$   121,596$   244,110$     

Asset 1st Pur 2nd Pur 3rd Pur 4th Pur 5th Pur 6th Pur 7th Pur 2015 2016 2017

Membrane Basin 1 - Zone 2
Air mixing piping - SS & PVC 2060 2110 2160 2210 2260 2310 2360 -$            -$            -$              
Cassette air isolation valve - 3" SS 2030 2050 2070 2090 2110 2130 2150 -$            -$            -$              
Air mixing diffusers 2017 2024 2031 2038 2045 2052 2059 -$            -$            1,323$          
Cassette membrane isolation valve - 2" PVC 2017 2024 2031 2038 2045 2052 2059 -$            -$            150$             
Membrane Cassettes 2/YR 2/YR 2/YR 2/YR 2/YR 2/YR 2/YR 40,000$     40,000$     40,000$       
Backwash isolation valve - 3" SS 2030 2050 2070 2090 2110 2130 2150 -$            -$            -$              
Diffuser Clean Valve Globe 6" SS 2030 2050 2070 2090 2110 2130 2150 -$            -$            -$              

Purchase Year Calculated 
• 1st Purchase Equals 2015 plus Remaining Life 
• 2nd Purchase Equals 1st Purchase Date plus Expected Life 
Current Annual Cost Calculated 
• =IF($Q$4=$J86,$E86,IF($Q$4=$K86,$E86,IF($Q$4=$L86,$E86,IF($Q$4=$M86,$E86,IF($

Q$4=$N86,$E86,IF($Q$4=$O86,$E86,IF($Q$4=$P86,$E86,0))))))) 
Escalated Annual Cost uses Factor that is Easily Changeable 



Life Cycle Figure 
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Long Term Funding Figure 
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